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Chapter 1

In the second half the 20th century, after computers had revo‐
lutionized the storage, production, and transmission of infor‐
mation across local and global borders, there emerged a new so‐
ciety. This society had no country. It had no governing body,

elected or otherwise. It had no prior history of heroes and vil‐
lains, no dominant culture, and no single political platform. It

was an international network of linked computers and their

operators, where everything was routed through servers and

where search engines tirelessly did the bidding of billions of

users around the world. This new, invisible world was known

as the IN TER NET.

Who and what created the Internet is a history still in the

making. Because modern history prefers technological origins

that are fa the red by a sin gle per son, then one or two in di vi duals

had this honour of invention bestowed upon them. A less centric

view broadens the base and claims one of the Internet's earliest

gestations was a computer-linked information system initially

constructed by the Western military establishment as an early

warning device to guard against a nuclear attack by the Sovie‐
ts. To what degree this network actually worked is open to que‐
stion, but as the Soviet Union eventually fragmented and obli‐
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gingly deleted itself the details of this proto-internet are so‐
mewhat ob scu re.

However, what is clear is that throughout its infancy the In‐
ternet began to display its most peculiar feature: it refused to be

contained. Like some rampant virus, it broke out of its confine‐
ment in guarded facilities and other highly specialised locations

around the globe. Before the establishment could mount the bar‐
ricades, private and public bodies dealing in information and

its transmission began employing the basic idea of linking com‐
puters worldwide. The Internet began to morph into a web-like

structure. Universities, corporations, telecommunication and

media networks, stock markets, political organizations, and

per so nal and pri va te in te re st groups and as so cia tions all star ted

to transmit, swap and share data using their computers. Every‐
day, millions of messages travelled the airwaves. With little

fan-fare at first, email, e-commerce, e-everything began to bur‐
row deep into the foun da tions of most so cie ties.

With a few regional exceptions, English emerged as the Inter‐
net's primary language, and all who travelled on this electronic

grid or information superhighway, as it was once called in the

popular press, adopted a loose set of habits, or informal proto‐
cols. This informality kept the Internet democratic and helped it

grow to a size that few had predicted in its earlier years. Its ac‐
tivities rapidly spanned and enmeshed the entire globe. No lon‐
ger merely an electronic mode for transmitting data, it also be‐
came a media for creating new ideas and a space where a my‐
riad of people met daily to chat with each other. It was an elec‐
tronic version of an Italian Piazza, a Greek Agora, a town
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square writ large where people wandered in and out, sunning

themselves in the warmth of familiar voices, eavesdropping on

quarrels, arranging rendezvous, or simply watching life's para‐
de go by. It was the ideal place to sell and buy, plot and plan,

re cruit and in fla me, ce le bra te and de fa me.

Millions “surfed” it daily, constructing fantasies beyond any‐
thing previously known. Bricks and mortar, paint and clay, be‐
came passé as information became the new material of creation.

Almost anything could be simulated electronically, and the only

limit was the power of one’s imagination and the quality and

scope of one’s equipment. People even had virtual affairs on the

Internet, and almost all of them had a good time, minus the

physical element. Surfers built virtual castles in the sky, colo‐
nies, cities, and even imaginary cultures, with nothing more

than a few volts of electricity. They could plug into anywhere at

will and speak with people thousands of miles away or secretly

turn someone else’s computer into an unwitting slave or mule.

They could steal ideas and intellectual labour, or live out their

wildest dreams by becoming someone else, and as a bonus, crea‐
te personal histories, appropriately enhanced. They could even

inhabit many places at once. Virtuality began to rival reality.

This electronically induced environment closely resembled a

black hole, netting everything that ventured near. It finally

com ple ted its me ta mor pho sis into a World Wide Web, stret ching

coa st-to-coa st, con ti nent-to-con ti nent, and brain-to-brain.

The third decade of the new millennium saw countless Inter‐
net based World Expositions drawing virtual crowds running
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into the billions. Sport shifted its focus to virtual competitions,

and the Web Olympics grabbed audiences everywhere, with

hacking, crashing, and hash-tagging its most popular events.

Even a major war between two rival nations was fought out on

the Web, but neither side won because most users lost interest

after several hours, not least of all because there were no real-

time staggering casualties a.k.a. recalibration of expected active

force expenditure, or tactical blunders a.k.a. strategic adjust‐
ments. Finally, by the year 2039, in the Kármán Line at the

boundary of Earth's atmosphere and outer space, hundreds of

thousands of low-cost, perpetually orbiting silicon vapour

streams, dedicated solely to the Web were added to the existing

satellite and ground networks. A timeless dream had come true:

Hea ven and ear th li te ral ly met on the Web.

Old ideas concerning the dimensions of Space and the direc‐
tion of Time fell by the wayside. Time and Space were revealed

to be merely primitive features of the Great Liquid Horizon or

Electronic Flow (e-Stream) embracing animate and inanimate

existence. Scholars and intellectuals regarded anything not in

the tidal current of this force as permanently embedded in the

Dense Amorphous Mass, (DAM). They have not yet proven this

last assertion. What everyone did agree on was that the man‐
tras of the age were all about connecting, with a capital C: I'm

Connected Therefore I Virtually Am (favoured by the chroni‐
cally insecure), or, C= m e 2 (relatively popular among social

climbers), or, for the bulk of the population (unburdened by ob‐
sessive doubt or vertical obsessions) it was simply: Stay Alive-

Stay Connected, or the teenager fear version: Disconnect and
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Die.

The Web became so busy that media reports speculated about

its boundless horizons, and its endless diversity. It was so far-

reaching that philosophers began to theorize about its nature

and effects, real and imaginary. Universities offered degree

courses in its history and practice. Information Technology (IT)

rushed to keep pace with the demands of consumers and busi‐
nesses alike. Voice recognition programs and mood apps became

boom sellers, as did encryption and de-encryption so ware. On

the other side of the coin, Cyber-crime, in the time-honoured

tradition of all profit and loss systems, was tidal and its waves

beached or sank many and floated a few. Those who practiced

its darkly complicated arts ranged from lone hackers to global

syndicates, from struggling local businesses to voracious multi‐
nationals, from politically correct governments to politically

cor rec ting go vern men ts.

The se as sor ted e-Crims tar ge ted in di vi duals, do me stic and fo ‐
rei gn in fra struc tu res, and any thing else that could ge ne ra te hid ‐
den profits or was deemed a threat to national security, which

to the superpowers often amounted to the same thing. As a mo‐
dern political tool it supplied a level of deviousness previously

only fantasised by politicians; as a military option, renamed

Cyber-warfare, it saved a fortune and could be blamed on

anyone. The skill-index required to be successful at this new

form of crime was impressive, and virtual secret universities

sprang up offering degrees in everything from ID the  to nu‐
clear program interdiction, all at bargain basement prices, with

numbered Swiss bank accounts and self-deleting Diplomas as
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optional extras. In its basic form, Cyber-crime was the cheapest,

least riskiest, and most anonymous form of nefarious activity

ever devised and therefore, quite naturally, appealed to villains

and victims, victors and vanquished, vultures and vive-versa,

and va rious other ver sions, ali ke.

With all this activity, legal or otherwise, it was not surpri‐
sing that countless stories about the Web constantly circulated,

either trying to explain the phenomenon or warning against its

dangers. The emergence of social forums and chat rooms, perso‐
nal and professional Blogs, and the phenomenal explosion of

networking sites, (many sired by the ubiquitous portable cell

phone, and its later smarter relative), such as Facebook, YouTu‐
be, Twitter, Growl, Hiss, and the largest of them all, 99%-ers,

en th ral led and en ga ged bil lions of peo ple.

Quite simply, the Web was everywhere, and in everything. It

was the single biggest source of artificial pleasure and intrigue

ever devised. Naturally, with enjoyment, knowledge, and con‐
spiracies now freely available, authorities everywhere became

even more alarmed, some bordering on hysteria, as they saw

their respective influence begin to diminish. Electronic gates,

locks and encrypted safe-sites, anti-abuse and pro-moral so ‐
ware, concept outages and image erasers, and censorship chips,

bits and bytes, were quickly designed and deployed to counter

this global perpetrator of everything good and evil, anarchic or

other wi se.

Tradition nostalgia worry groups, Corporate and Individual
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profit alarmists, and Law Enforcement/Military alert screa‐
mers lob bied for le gi sla tion to re gu la te it. The esta bli shed Po wer

Elite spoke of the Web as a cesspool, an out-of-control monster

that could cause havoc and circumvent the law of the land, the

laws of Nature, and fear of all fears, even challenge their god-

given right to rule and make money. A clear battle line was

drawn: Freedom of expression, enjoyment, and fantasy versus

Civility, Morality, Religion, Necessary Lies, Varnished Truths,

Ceaseless Profits, and just about everything else considered as

the foundation of society, regardless if the society deemed to be

under threat was a democracy, a dictatorship, or merely a dy‐
na sty with a de sti ny de fi cit.

Many governments, under pressure from corporate bodies,

spiritual heads, and other threatened members of the "we know

what's best for everyone" species, rapidly passed laws aimed at

curtailing, corralling, caging, and circumcising, the monster in

their midst. Online users fought back by mega-spamming, herd-

hacking, and bulk-crashing the networks of government depart‐
ments, politicians, and other numerous parasites; Global Ser‐
vers switched off their equipment for a day or two; and Celebri‐
ties lined-up to boast their love of unfettered access (to the Web

that is, not to themselves). This counter-attack was encouragin‐
gly successful, particularly when politicians realised they were

losing votes, corporations began to see their profits slump, and

the religious elite noticed their flocks were emailing their re‐
spective Deities for help, favours, and advice instead of praying

in chur ches, tem ples, and mo sques.

Laws quickly got revoked or officially ignored, tax havens
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mushroomed and became respectable, and places of worship in‐
stalled free Internet Access, renamed as Prayer Peripherals, Pa‐
gan Plug-ins, or Paradise Portals, depending on the belief sy‐
stem being fol lo wed.

Be fo re long, things went back to nor mal.

The Web had eva ded all mea su res ai med at its con trol.

Or so eve ryo ne thought.

****
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